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期末考(Take-home Exam)的計算方式

Self-learning track
(總分：50 分)

基本題答對率：35 點(含) ～ 40 點學期等第：C-

基本題答對率：41 點(含) ～ 44 點學期等第：C

基本題答對率：45 點(含) 以上 學期等第：C＋

Regular track
(總分：100 點)

基本題：50 點

應用題：50 點
答對率：40 分以上
學期等第：C-

基本題



期末考分數的點數轉換方式

考卷：100 點

全班總分：5000 分

原始分數 = 獲得點數 x 

舉例：

某生獲得 60 點、全班總點數：4000點

5000 分 / 4000 點＝ 1.25 分 / 點

該生的(原始)分數 60 x 1.25 =  75

依照第一週公告的分數調整規則（第6高分=90分），進行調整計畫

5000

全班總點數



本週課程：空間自相關的觀念與計算

Moran’s I coefficient

W

N: no. of spatial units

: a matrix of spatial weights 

(sum of all          )



教科書的重點研讀章節內容

TEXT_Spatial_Weights.pdf TEXT_Pattern.of.Feature.Value.pdf

Mitchell (2005), The ESRI Guide to GIS Analysis, Volume 2: Spatial Measurements and Statistics, ESRI Press



Global and Local Measures

 Global Measures

 A single value which applies to the entire data set

 The same pattern occurs over the entire geographic area

 An average for the entire area

 Local Measures

 A  value calculated for each observation unit 

 Different patterns or processes may occur in different parts of 

the region 

 A unique number for each location



Global Analysis Methods 全域分析的方法

 Point data without attributes

 Quantrat Analysis 

 Nearest Neighbor Methods

 K-order Nearest Neighborhood Analysis (NNA), G and F functions

 Ripley's K-function: K(d) and L(d)

 Point/Polygon data with attributes

 Definition of Neighborhoods or Spatial Structures 

 Spatial Autocorrelation Index

 Moran’s I and Geary’s C Ratio

 Spatial Concentration Index

 General G-statistic



空間關連性與相依性
Spatial Relationship and Dependency

Dispersed Clustered

(-)  Spatial Autocorrelation            (+)

Tobler’s First Law of Geography (1970)：

Everything is related to everything else, 

but near things are more related than distant things.

Tobler W. (1970). A computer movie simulating urban growth in the Detroit region. Economic Geography, 46(2): 234-240.



無所不在的空間自相關 (空間相依的特性)

2000年
人口密度
(人數/平方公里)

2004年民進黨
得票率 (%)

2003年
人均所得
(千元/人)

資料來源：戶口普查(主計處) 資料來源：財政部 資料來源：中央選委會



Definition of Spatial Autocorrelation

 Measurement of the similarity of attributes among 

spatial units within their neighborhood.

Dispersed Random Clustered

(-)  Spatial Autocorrelation  (+)



How we define the Neighborhood ?

1. Spatial adjacency

 Physically contacted with each others

2. Distances between the centroids



1. Spatial Adjacency

 Rook’s

 Units that shares common boundary with length greater than zero

 Queen’s

 Units that have common vertex are also included 

(e.g. unit 067 in figure below)

HGF

EXD

CBA

Rook’s

HGF

EXD

CBA

Queen’s



Order of Neighborhood

 1st order

 Immediate neighbor

 Defined by Rook’s or Queen’s criteria

 2nd order

 Higher order





台北市大安區的三階鄰近鄉鎮



Binary Connectivity Matrix

 Symmetrical     Cij = C ji

 Values on diagonal are zeros

 Raw sum  Ci = ΣCij

 The number of  neighbors of unit I

 Same as connectivity matrix for network

 Not efficient for large numbers of objects

 Redundant storage

 Mostly zeros

 Another way : Sparse Matrix (稀疏矩陣)



Sparse matrix

Binary Connectivity Matrix



Sparse matrix 稀疏矩陣的儲存方式

Index

0

1

2

3

4

Line #1: 這個矩陣是5X6矩陣，非零元素有4個

Line #2：記錄其位置的列索引、行索引與儲存值

Sparse Matrix



Stochastic Matrix

 Equally weighted for neighbors

 Wij = Cij / Ci 

 又稱做 Row-standardized matrix (列標準化矩陣)

 考慮每一個相鄰的object 的影響量



Binary Connectivity Matrix

Stochastic Weighted Matrix



2. Distances

 Distance decay

 Wij = 1 / d ij

 Wij = 1 /d 2ij



100m

500m1000m



Centroid Distances

 Distance between centroids

 Centroid : geometric center of the polygon

 Affected by the shape of the polygon

 May be located outside the polygon



Spatially Weighted Matrix

Using Centroid Distances



Nearest Distances (較不常用)

 兩個Polygon之間最短的點的距離

 Will be zero for adjacent polygons



Spatially Weighted Matrix

Using Nearest Distances



Spatial Weights Matrix Approaches

Neighborhood 
Definition

Spatial Weights
Matrix

 Binary Connective Matrix

 Stochastic or Row Standardized 
Weights Matrix

 Centroid Distances

 Nearest  Distances 

 Rook’s Definition

 Queen’s Definition



教科書的研讀教材 (不用繳交心得作業，但列入考試範圍)

TEXT_Spatial_Weights.pdf



Measuring Spatial Autocorrelation

 Spatial weighting Wij

 Contiguity [binary or row-standardized]

 Common Border

 Distance [centroids or nearest]

 Distance band

 Kth-nearest neighbors



1. Index of Spatial Autocorrelation: Moran’s  I

where 

N     is the number of cases

is the mean of the variable

is the variable value at a particular location I

wij is a spatial weight indexing location of i relative to j

 Applied to a continuous variable for polygons or points 



這個公式是怎麼想出來的？

皮爾森相關係數 Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r):

共變異數 cov (X,Y) 的觀念



這個公式是怎麼想出來的？ [續]

Neighboring values of variable y replace those of x

把 xi 替換成 yi 的鄰居 (cij.yi)



這個公式是怎麼想出來的？ [續]



Spatial Autocorrelation: Moran’s  I Statistic



Moran’s  I  Interpretations

 Similar to correlation coefficient, range between ± 1.0

 0 indicates no spatial autocorrelation, approximate  technically it is  

–1/(n-1)

 Highly auto-correlated, if  I  is closed to 1 or -1

 Sign of values indicate negative/positive autocorrelation

 Can be used as index for dispersion/random/cluster patterns

 0: random

 Positive : more toward clustering

 Negative: more toward  dispersion/uniform



 Z-score:  Z = (I – E(I)) /  SErr(I)

 I: Moran’s I of sample

 E(I): Expected value of I ; E(I) = -1/(n-1)

 SErr: Standard error

 Depend on if free or non-free sampling is used

 α = 0.05 , Critical Z value = ± 1.96

 will be ±1.645 for α = 0.1

 檢定是否為達到顯著差異

 Ho:無差異（隨機分佈）

 At p< 0.05, Reject Ho  if  |Z| > 1.96

Significance Tests for Moran’s I



non-free sampling
(without replacement)

free sampling
(with replacement.)

(randomization)

(normality)



Randomization vs. normality sampling

TEXT_Statistical.Significance.pdf （期末考試範圍）



Randomization vs. normality sampling (cont’d)

TEXT_Statistical.Significance.pdf （期末考試範圍）



Randomization vs. normality sampling (比較)

 The normalization null hypothesis not only assumes 
that your data is a sample, but also that the sample 
was obtained randomly and that the population h m 
which the sample was obtained has a normal 
distribution of values. Every time you make an 
assumption about the data or the sample, you're 
potentially inducing error into the test. 

 Randomization makes fewer assumptions than 
normalization, so it's safer to use, unless you know for 
sure your data matches the assumptions of 
normalization.

TEXT_Statistical.Significance.pdf （期末考試範圍）



Test Statistic for Normal Frequency Distribution

0-1.96

2.5%

1.96

2.5% 1%

2.54

* technically   –1/(n-1)

–1/(n-1)

Reject null at 2.5%

Reject null

Reject null at 1%Null Hypothesis: no spatial autocorrelation
*Moran’s I = 0  

Alternative Hypothesis: spatial clustering exists
*Moran’s I > 0 (單尾檢定)

Reject Null Hypothesis if Z  test statistic > 1.96  (or < -1.96)
---less than a 2.5% chance that, in the population, there is no

spatial clustering
---97.5% confident that spatial clustering exits



Monte-Carlo Significance Test

 Permutation test (排列檢定)
 The null hypothesis is that the data were determined and 

then assigned to their spatial locations at random. 

 The alternative is that the assignment to each location 

depended on the assignment at that location's neighbors.

 The permutation test does not randomize over the possible 

sets of data values--it considers them given--

but conditional on the data observed, considers all possible 

ways of reassigning them to the locations.



Monte-Carlo Significance Test (cont’d)

 Permutation test (排列檢定)
 Such a reassignment is a permutation. For n data points, there 

are n! = n x (n-1) x (n-2) x ... x (2) x (1) permutations. 
For n much larger than 10 or so, that's too many to generate.

 There usually is no simple analytical expression for the full 
permutation distribution. 

 Accordingly, we typically resort to sampling from the set of all 
permutations at random, giving them all equal weight. The 
distribution of the autocorrelation statistic in a sufficiently 
large sample (usually involving at least 500 permutations) 
approximates the true distribution.



Examples



Output in R: Moran’s I statistic 

Monte-Carlo simulation
Significance Test



Moran.test()



Concept of Moran Scatter Plots
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Scatter Plot Moran Scatter Plot



Moran Scatter Plots

Moran’s I can be interpreted as the correlation between variable, X,  and

the  “spatial lag” of X formed by averaging all the values of X for the 

neighboring polygons. 

Least squares “best fit” line to the 
points.
The slope of this regression line is 
Moran’s I

Xi

Lag Xi

is average 
of these



Moran Scatter Plot: example

 Scatter plot of X vs. Lag-X

 The slope of the regression is 

Moran’s I

Moran’s I = 0.49

High 

surrounded 

by highLow 

surrounded 

by low

Population density

X

L
a

g
-X



Moran Correlograms

Correlogram: plot distance on X-axis against correlation coefficient on Y-axis



Getis-Ord General G-statistic

 Moran’s  I 無法區別

“ hot spots” or “cold spots”

 Spatial Concentration method

 Definition

 Calculation of G must begin by identifying a neighborhood 

distance within which cluster is expected to occur

d : neighborhood distance

Wij : 1  if it is within d, 0 otherwise 



Getis-Ord General G-Statistic

 General G-statistic can distinguish between hot/cold spots. 

It identifies spatial concentrations.

 G is relatively large if high values cluster together 

 G is relatively low if low values cluster together 

 G statistic is interpreted relative to its expected value

 > E(G)  potential “hot spot”

 < E(G)  potential “cold spot”

 = E(G)  no spatial association

 所謂之larger/smaller不能單從值的大小判斷，

需以 Z  test statistic 來檢定差異的統計顯著性。



Significance Test  for Getis-Ord General G

 Statistical Significance Test

 Expected G :                               ;   where

 Standard Error will depend on the sampling method 
(free / non-free)
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Getis-Ord General G-statistic in R



教科書的研讀教材 (列入考試範圍)

TEXT_Pattern.of.Feature.Value.pdf



實習：介紹 R package: spdep
Spatial Dependence: Weighting Schemes, Statistics and Models



spdep 重要函數

 Spatial Neighbors
 Contiguity: QUEEN vs. ROOK poly2nb(); nb2mat()

 K-nearest Neighbors (KNN)    knn2nb(); knearneigh(coords, k=2)

 Distance-based                         dnearneigh()

 From Spatial Neighbors to ListW (Weighting matrix)
 nb2listw()

 Spatial Autocorrelation
 Mapping the attribute     tmap::tm_shape()

 Moran’s I Statistic             moran.test()

 Monte-Carlo simulation   moran.mc()

 Moran correlogram sp.correlogram()

 Moran Scatter Plot            moran.plot()

 Getis-Ord General G Statistic    globalG.test()



實習

 台灣鄉鎮市區人口密度的空間型態分析

 計算以下統計量與繪製圖表，說明其參數設定，並解釋其意義。

包括：Moran’s I coefficient, Monte-Carlo simulation, Moran scatter plot, 

Correlogram, and General G statistic.

 利用以下三種不同的空間鄰近定義，計算Moran’s I coefficient，

比較其數值的差異，並討論可能的原因。

Spatial Neighbors: Contiguity; K-nearest Neighbors (KNN); Distance-based

資料： Popn_TWN2.shp



作業-1：實作

 共三題 (以Contiguity定義鄰近)

 繪製各鄉鎮的鄰居數的直方圖。

 找出台灣本島最多鄰居的鄉鎮是哪一個? (TOWN_ID)

 繪製台灣各鄉鎮的1st-order鄰居人口密度的面量圖。

鄰居個數

鄉
鎮
個
數

資料： Popn_TWN2.shp



作業-2：論文研讀與心得 Reading_autocorrelation.pdf

內容需包括：

1. 空間自相關在植物物種多樣性分布的意涵

2. 解釋 Figure 1 and Table 1的意義


